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	Business Agility: Strategies for Gaining Competitive Advantage through Mobile Business Solutions, 9780130668370 (0130668370), FT Press, 2001
There is little doubt that recent developments in the wireless and information technology industries will have a profound influence on the way business is done. Beyond that, the new “way” is still emerging, and the path to get there is still unclear. These new technologies only have value to the extent that business processes, in their broadest sense, take advantage of the new capabilities they provide. The challenge is to explore the interaction between new technologies and business processes in search of insights that can guide businesses to the new “way.”

Nick Evans is an intellectual pioneer of sorts. He did not invent M-Business any more than Lewis and Clark invented the Rocky Mountains. However, by observing more closely than most what is transpiring in the early days of M-Business, he details what he sees and extracts key learnings that are valuable to companies navigating through the various stages of their own M-Business strategies. Consider his current writings as letters—an early glimpse at both the opportunities and challenges that lie ahead.
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Developing Mobile Games with Moai SDKPackt Publishing, 2013

	Moai SDK is a fast, minimalist, open-source Lua mobile framework for pro game developers. Moai is built around Lua, a common programming language for games, and offers a single open-source platform for both the front-end elements seen by consumers and the back-end infrastructure.


	Developing Mobile Games with Moai SDK will guide you...


		

Pairing-Based Cryptography  Pairing 2008: Second International Conference, Egham, UK, September 1-3, 2008, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the Second International Conference on Pairing-Based Cryptography, Pairing 2008, held in London, UK, in September 2008.
The 20 full papers, presented together with the contributions resulting from 3 invited talks, were carefully reviewed and selected from 50 submissions. The contents...


		

SAMS Teach Yourself PHP4 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2000
This is a book about PHP, the open source Web scripting language that has joined Perl, ASP,
and Java on the select list of languages that can be used to create dynamic online
environments. It is also a book about programming. In the space available, it is neither
possible to create a complete guide to programming in PHP nor to cover...




	

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Most books about SQL Server take one of the two approaches. The first approach is to provide a broad introduction to SQL Server administration. While overviews are great for beginners, they don't provide enough information, leaving the reader wanting for details and practical advice.
	The second approach is to attempt to cover every...


		

DOM EnlightenmentO'Reilly, 2013

	
		With DOM Enlightenment, you’ll learn how to manipulate HTML more efficiently by scripting the Document Object Model (DOM) without a DOM library. Using code examples in cookbook style, author Cody Lindley (jQuery Cookbook) walks you through modern DOM concepts to demonstrate how various node objects work.

	...



		

Chemical and Functional Properties of Food Components, Second EditionCRC Press, 2002
"presents a nice overview of the chemical and functional properties of food components." -- inform, July 2003

…presents a nice overview of the chemical and functional properties of food components.

-- inform, July 2003     

       An advanced text/reference, this book provides an overview of the...
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